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LeadIT Testing Center of Excellence

LeadIT Testing Center of Excellence (TCoE) offers comprehensive testing solutions to 
deliver predictable quality and faster time to market for clients. Our TCoE combines and 
establishes testing methodology with a wide range of industry standards and testing 
tools for its clients to get superior quality software, enhance business readiness and 
realize competitive advantage.

LeadIT engages with small and midsize enterprises to offer flexible engagement models 
that best suit clients’ requirements. Our CoE for Testing aims at fostering excellence in 
third party testing of software through deployment of competent  professionals and 
implementation of international standards, including a Global Delivery Model.



Our Testing Approach

Leveraging the testing ecosystem to offer comprehensive testing solutions.

Linking ROI not only to cost but extending it to quality, risk and time to market.

Understanding and defining the right testing services requirements and scope for

the client organization with focus on end-user standpoint.

Effective integration of our testing services with the client’s internalAD team

as well as / or third-party vendor providing application services for the client.

Defining, managing and implementing metrics to manage application

testing and quality.

Defining and managing well-established Service Level Agreements (SLAs)

with client.

LeadIT Testing CoE follows the following Approach:
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Solutions /Offerings-Business Value

LeadIT’s TCoE’s Delivered Business Value

LeadIT Testing service offers testing solutions for Product Application Testing across 

diversified domains including (but not limited to) distributed environments, cross-plat-

forms, mobile and web. We have performed simple standalone Portal or Product Testing 

for clients as well as executed testing for complex Products, Applications Solutions with 

multiple components, potentially sitting across different systems (heterogeneous as well 

as homogenous). We understand how to synchronize Testing across all subsystems of a 

solution to identify the business’ critical issues which are of vital important to end users. 

We have successfully implemented Test solutions using different technological platforms 

such as Java, .NET, PHP, Python and Ruby on Rails which typically utilizes one among MS 

SQL, MySql, Oracle or Postgresql for their persistence data needs.

Center of Excellence for Testing drives business value for clients by bringing in best 

practices in quality assurance capabilities that define and manage their requirements 

and provision value metrics to enable them to adapt to, and exploit, business opportu-

nities created by the changing technology landscape. 

Leveraging the Testing 

ecosystem to drive business 

transformation providing 

agility through enhanced 

software reliability.

Delivering solutions that 

enable clients to support the 

new dynamic IT landscape in 

a consumer-led market, 

characterized by the conver-

gence of  Social, Mobile, Big 

Data and Cloud.

Enabling enterprises to 

achieve business readiness 

and gain the competitive 

advantage through rapid 

time-to-market.
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Key Strengths and Differentiators

LOREM IPSUM08
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01 A strong vision and ability 
to manage complex 
software systems / 
application testing

Key Strengths
and

Differentiators

Maturity to be a value 
added testing partner 
for your business 
enterprise

03
We believe in Total 
Quality Assurance (TQA) 
methodology, while 
delivering value to our 
clients

Full scale independent 
service offering helps us 
to dedicate exclusive 
resources and be 
focused to serve our 
clients effectively

Dedicated focal point approach, 
usage of new tools, technologies 
and trends in QA and testing 
allows your business utilize the 
power of next-generation testing 
technologies

In-depth experience in 
open source and vendor 
specific tools gives us 
the edge

07

Our performance testing 
strategy helps us identify 
bottlenecks at the early 
stages of application 
testing thus reducing 
cycle time

Proven track record in 
delivering results 
without compromising 
on quality



Why need Testing Advisory Services

No enterprise is immune to a software bug
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More than 25% of overall software effort is spent
In various types of testing

How often is Testing services Req.?

Cloud
Mobile
Security

Globalization

Regression Performance
Whitebox Web

Services/AP/SDK

Functional
Acceptance

End-to-End
Compatibility

System Integration
Usability

Multi Platform Multi Browser Multi Device

Specialized

Automation

Core Testing

Requirements Analysis

UAT Plan

System Test Plan

Integration Test Plan

Unit Test Plan

Source Code

UA Testing

System Testing

Integration Testing

Unit TestingDetailed Level Design

High Level Design

Functional Specifications

Code changes, environment changes, device changes
all require additional testing



LeadIT’s Specialist Testing Services

Inherent
Conflict

of Interest

Specialized

Skill-set

Impact from
Cloud

Technology

Dedicated

Infrastructure

Investment

Difference in
Perspective

and Approach

STS industry has grown in-line with evolution of customer’s needs
and dynamic technology environment

With Sls doing both software development and testing for 
clients, there is inherent compromise on checks and balance 
in the software development lifecycle

Artificial internal Chinese walls created by Sis often collapse 
in real world business situations

Leads to a natural behaviour of short-changing the quality of 
testing work given no independent check

Although development and testing revolve around the same field 
discipline and same set of language and platform, they require a 
nuanced and different approach

Testing and quality assurance entails its own set of best 
practices and assurance standards

Oftentimes in the real business world, a good software 
developer is not a good software tester and a good software 
tester is not a good software developer

The advent of cloud technology has led to software develop-
ment becoming more of a 'black box' process

The software code is developed and left for integration from the 
cloud, with little involvement of the end user

End user mostly does not know the actual developer and cannot 
get the testing done from the developer, ultimately fuelling the 
need for an third-party independent tester

Tech advancement has made it imperative for testers to give 
service across diverse equipment and platforms

With client testing needs spanning across various market makes 
of computers, ATM machines and mobility devices and across 
software and web platforms, testers need to make relevant infra 
investment at their end and share the same across their wide 
clientele

This becomes a key differentiator when testing business 
practice needs to be scaled up

While development requires creativity and efficiency in writing 
source code, testing work requires a sceptical mind and an 
investigative approach towards the work developed by others

Difference in the roles is akin to a business manager versus a 
business auditor



LeadIT Service Spectrum
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Why LeadIT?

We, at LeadIT, bring you our specialized testing quality focused program, 

to help with total quality management with efficient testing support. Our 

TCoE’s focus on developing domain and technology capabilities along 

with testing automation tools, specializations, and best practices. These 

help reduce product testing time and cost, and improve quality and 

bandwidth. We also differentiate the

engagement with our:

1

Our rich industry experience, expertise, and partnerships in the system integration 

and professional services areas help improve product quality.

Strong product testing experience. 

2

Our innovative engagement models provide flexibility, and focus on product culture, 

talent management, reusability, and continuous improvement to

influence agility, cost, quality, and time-to-market

Innovative engagement models. 

3

We offer tools and methodologies for efficient testing on multiple platforms and devices 

to improve time-to-market.

Technology convergence solutions. 
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LeadIT

LEAD IT is an award-winning Information Technology Services Company serving Fortune 

500, government, mid-market, and emerging companies with their IT service needs.

Lead IT's mission is to provide innovative solutions and cost effective services to our

clients utilizing our extensive experience.

To be a globally respected IT services company proving innovating solutions and 

services to our clients.

Mission

Vision

Phone: (778) 786-0234

contact@leaditgroup.com

Corporate Sales office (Canada)

3701 Algonquin Road, Suite 850,

Rolling Meadows, IL – 60008

666 Burrard Street, Suite 500, Vancou-

ver – British Columbia, V6C 3P6

Phone: (847) 818-1014

Corporate Sales office (Chicago)

contact@leaditgroup.com


